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April 14 was National
Gardening Day, a
time to plan the
outdoor space
of your dreams.
To celebrate, you
could sign up for a
gardening course
or check out the many gardening
resources online. You could also visit
your local garden center for beautiful
inspiration.
If your gardening plans include new
bushes or trees, be sure to call 811
before you dig. Underground lines
must be located and marked to avoid
accidental damage.

Baca Valley Telephone Company
and Sierra Communications
532 Broadway Avenue / PO Box 67
Des Moines, NM 88418
Phone Numbers:
Des Moines: 575.278.2101
Maxwell: 575.375.2101
Raton/Cimarron: 575.245.2101
Toll Free: 1.888.682.2101
Office Hours
Monday – Friday 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Closed 12:00 – 1:00 Daily
Technical Support
24 hours a day, 7 days a week
Email bvt@bacavalley.com
Visit Us Online www.bacavalley.com

When Should You Use a
Wi-Fi Range Extender?
If you’re having trouble getting a reliable Wi-Fi signal in certain areas
of your home, the first thing to try is moving your Wi-Fi router to the
most central location possible. If that doesn’t help — or if changing
the router’s location isn’t practical — check on your router’s age. If
yours has been around for several years, it’s probably time to get a
new, more powerful model.
Should neither of these steps improve your
signal strength and coverage, a Wi-Fi range
extender might be the answer. This device
picks up your router’s Wi-Fi signal, amplifies it, and rebroadcasts the boosted signal.
To get the best results, you have to plug the
Wi-Fi range extender into a power outlet
midway between your router and the deadzone area. The extender can then pick up
the Wi-Fi signal from your router and push
it deeper into your home.
With a Wi-Fi range extender, you may be able to extend your coverage area to serve areas
such as a second floor bedroom, basement family room, or backyard deck. But keep in
mind that a Wi-Fi range extender has its limitations. You’ll likely experience a significant drop in speeds in the “extended” network, due in part to the fact than an extender
relies on the same frequency band as the router itself. The data that originally would
have traveled directly from the access point to your connected device is now going through
an intermediate step, which can reduce the Wi-Fi signal’s speed by about half.
So while a low-cost Wi-Fi range extender can be useful in certain scenarios, it may be more
of a spot fix than a complete solution. Depending on the size and configuration of your home,
as well your family’s internet usage, you may be better served by a mesh router system.
Such a system has multiple units, working in concert, to blanket your home in strong Wi-Fi
signals. In either case, you also need to consider whether to upgrade the speed of your
home’s internet service to accommodate multiple users, devices, and online activities.

Baca Valley Telephone Company can help you resolve Wi-Fi issues
and upgrade your internet speed. Call us at 1.888.682.2101.
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Make Plans for
Planting on National
Gardening Day

Follow Us on
Facebook to Learn,
Save, and Connect
Are you following Baca Valley Telephone Company on Facebook? If
you are, thanks so much for your
interest and support. If you haven’t
yet clicked on our page’s “Follow”
button, consider doing so today at
www.facebook.com/BacaValley. It
only takes a minute.

• Updates on fiber network builds
• Technology tips and tricks
• Customer alerts on
service disruptions
• Changes to product
offerings or hours
• Money-saving offers
• Employment opportunities
and employee news
• Upcoming community
programs and events
• Holiday greetings and
seasonal ideas
• Fun industry-related trivia
Of course, Baca Valley Telephone
Company’s Facebook page isn’t just
about us talking to you. It’s also about
us talking with you. You’re encouraged to post questions, comments,
and suggestions, and we’ll respond
as soon as possible. That’s how we
get to know our customers better
and make our company better.

Please “Follow” along at www.
facebook.com/BacaValley.

Create a Google Watchlist
of Movies and TV Shows
When you come across a movie or TV show you’d like to watch, are
you writing it down on a piece of paper and then doing an online
search to see if it’s available on any of your streaming video subscriptions? If so, you’ve no doubt discovered that this can be a
time-consuming and frustrating process. Fortunately, there’s a much
better way to keep track of your must-watch picks — it’s the “what
to watch” feature offered by Google Search.
To get started using this feature, simply log into your Google account on your iOS or
Android device, then do a Google search on “what to watch.” When you do, you’ll get
more than a dozen rows of recommended movies and TV shows based on your Google
Search history.
A “Providers” button near the top of the page lets you choose the streaming video services
to which you subscribe, and you can add filters such as “Shows,” “Movies,” “Funny,” “Crime,”
and “Free.” Tapping a title lets you see details such as its rating, release year, and runtime,
as well as the title’s scores from IMDb, Rotten Tomatoes, and Metacritic. You can also
watch a trailer, or tap the “Watch now” or “Watched it” buttons. Another button lets you
add the title to your watchlist.
To view your Google Search watchlist later, just tap the Watchlist tab near the top of the
screen or do a Google search on “my watchlist.” (You’ll need to be signed into Google for
the watchlist feature to work.) Once you arrive at your watchlist, you can tap a title to view
its details or tap “Watch now” to start streaming.

For the optimal streaming experience with movies and TV shows,
you’ll want to have a super-fast and reliable internet connection. To
get details on the internet upgrade options available from Baca Valley
Telephone Company, call 1.888.682.2101.
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This action tells Facebook you want
to see our posts in your News Feed
and keeps you aware of the wide
variety of valuable content we share.
This content may include:

